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Abstract

This paper experimentally analyzes the cartel coordination challenge induced by

the discrimination of cartel ringleaders in leniency policies. Ringleaders often take

a leading role in the coordination and formation of a cartel. A leniency policy

which grants amnesty to all �whistleblowers� except for ringleaders may therefore

reduce the incentive to become a ringleader and may disrupt cartel formation. We

analyze discriminatory and non-discriminatory leniency policies in a multi-stage car-

tel formation experiment where multiple ringleaders may emerge. Although theory

predicts that cartels will always be reported, whistleblowing rarely occurs. Paradox-

ically the discriminatory leniency policy induces more �rms to become ringleaders,

which ultimately facilitates coordination in the cartel.
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1 Introduction

Over the last two decades corporate leniency programs have emerged as real �game changers�

in the �ght against hardcore cartels. The provision of amnesty to a cartel member that �blows

the whistle� has ultimately proven to be an antitrust tool of utmost e�cacy.1 The possibility to

apply for leniency does however not extend to all �rms within a cartel. Ringleaders, which are

identi�ed as the �rms that instigate and organize the cartel2 are excluded from leniency appli-

cations in most jurisdictions. A leniency policy that excludes ringleaders is therefore classi�ed

as discriminatory.

Leniency policies have a twofold disruptive e�ect on cartels. The �rst e�ect is the elicitation

of confessions in an existing cartel. Cartels such as Lysine, Vitamins or Belgian brewers have

been uncovered following insider information reported by cartel members.3 The second disrup-

tive e�ect is the deterrence of cartel formation by leniency. In this respect the discrimination of

cartel ringleaders is of signi�cant importance. As leniency is denied to ringleaders, the formation

of cartels is potentially mitigated, since the role as a ringleader comes at the cost of amnesty.

This generates a signi�cant coordination problem in the formation of a cartel as every �rm would

be better-o� if the other was the ringleader. The discrimination of ringleaders, however also has

the potential to stabilize cartels.4 By becoming a ringleader within the cartel, a �rm can signal

its commitment. As leniency creates distrust among cartel members who may all betray each

other, renouncing the right to report the cartel as a ringleader may re-inject trust.

Although it remains unclear whether the stabilizing or destabilizing e�ect prevails, empirical

evidence reported in Davies and De (2013) suggests that ringleader discrimination has not fully

prevented the emergence of ringleaders. Astonishingly, the E.U. Commission has identi�ed more

than one ringleader in most of the ringleader cases, where the respective �rms shared duties such

as the organization of meetings. Despite the fact that this phenomenon might only be driven

by organizational issues, the decision by multiple �rms to become ringleaders could also have

trust-enforcing motives. An increasing number of ringleaders reduces the number of potential

�whistleblowers� and therefore facilitates cartel formation.

This paper analyzes whether or not cartel formation is disrupted by a discriminatory pol-

icy. The coordination problem generated by a discriminatory leniency policy yields the following

research question: Does ringleader discrimination prevent the emergence of ringleader(s) and

thereby cartel formation?

Our experimental approach allows an adequate investigation of the e�ect of ringleader dis-

crimination on cartel formation. Although economic experiments have their limitations, since

�rms' behavior is deducted from the decisions of subjects in the lab, their advantages are un-

deniable. Experiments can generate data for di�erent legislation and policies especially with

1As it has been pointed by the former director of DG Competition, Olivier Guersent: �As a result,since
1996, the Leniency Program has been the most e�ective generator of important cases. About 100 com-
panies have �led leniency applications under this program and, since 1996, the Commission has taken 24
formal decisions in cartel cases in which companies co-operated with the investigations.�

2See Davies and De (2013) who outline the organizational activities of ringleaders within a cartel.
3See European Commission 2002
4This duality of a discriminating leniency policy has �rst been addressed in Leslie (2006)
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regard to coordination issues which are generally not observable in the �eld. More importantly,

experiments allow the inference of behavioral aspects of conduct in cartels, such as trust, which

cannot be deducted from �eld data or from theory.5

This experiment compares the impact of di�erent antitrust policies on cartelization. We im-

plement a cartel formation game where the cartel is established in a multi-stage decision game

preceded by a communication stage. The experiment abstracts from pricing decisions as cartel

members are always bound to the joint-pro�t-maximizing strategy while outside �rms play best-

response. This allows us to leave aside the possible in�uence of price coordination challenges

on cartel formation which in this experiment only depends on whistleblowing. We introduce a

benchmark treatment Antitrust Authority (AA) without leniency and two leniency treatments

Leniency (LEN ) and Ringleader Discrimination (RD). While cartel formation is sanctioned in

all three treatments, leniency is only available in LEN. In RD only non-ringleaders are eligible

to report the cartel. The introduction of LEN enables us to infer the general e�ect of leniency

on cartel formation when comparing with AA. More importantly, introducing the RD treatment

allows us to disentangle the e�ects of a discriminatory and non-discriminatory leniency policy

on the emergence of ringleaders and cartel formation.

Many of the characteristics of cartels with ringleaders, which have been left untouched by the

literature, are included in our experimental approach. First and foremost, we allow for multiple

ringleaders in order to re�ect the empirical evidence reported by Davies and De (2013). Our

ringleaders not only instigate a cartel by switching on a chat device that allows unlimited com-

munication but may also facilitate collusion.6 As opposed to former experiments by Bigoni et al.

(2012), Hesch (2012), and Wandschneider (2012), the emergence of a ringleader is not determin-

istic in our setting. This is in line with the observation by Bos and Wandschneider (2011) who

�nd that cartels do not necessarily have to include a ringleader in order to coordinate the cartel

implementation. Thus, our framework allows us to assess whether there would be a ringleader

under a leniency policy which discriminates against ringleaders and, if so, if he would emerge as

the only ringleader.

Our �ndings can be summarized as follows: a non-discriminatory leniency policy reduces the

number of formed cartels compared to a system without leniency where ringleader discrimina-

tion achieves the highest cartel formation rates. Cartels are rarely reported under both leniency

policies, where the lowest number of reports is observed in the ringleader discrimination case.

Most strikingly, we observe the highest number of ringleaders with ringleader discrimination.

The results are of particular importance for antitrust policy as they show that the discrimina-

tory leniency policy may facilitate cartel formation. In this regard the emergence of ringleaders

may generate trust among cartel members showing that �rms can overcome the coordination

challenge induced by the discriminatory leniency policy.

The remainder of this article proceeds as follows. Section 2 links our approach to the relevant

literature and presents our experimental design. Section 3 presents the theoretical predictions

5See Armstrong and Huck (2010) for an overview of the behavioral literature as applied to �rms' conduct
in markets.

6This follows from Cooper and Kühn (2009) and Fonseca and Normann (2012) who show that unlimited
communication facilitates collusion in cartels.
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and the hypotheses we postulate. Section 4 discusses the results, while section 5 concludes.

2 Literature Review and Design

2.1 Literature Review

The number of articles on leniency policies has signi�cantly increased over the last decade encom-

passing theoretical, empirical, and experimental contributions to the literature. The theoretical

and empirical literature provides ambiguous results regarding the e�ciency of leniency. Motta

and Polo (2003), show that a leniency program may incentivize �rms to collude more since the

�ne reduction induced by the leniency program makes collusion more attractive. In a similar line

Spagnolo (2004) and Aubert et al. (2006) have shown that a reward system where whistleblowers

obtain a bonus payment for reporting the cartel is superior to a leniency policy which reduces

the �ne. Empirical contributions by Miller (2009) and Brenner (2009) evaluate the e�ciency

of the U.S. and E.U. leniency programs showing that the former (Miller, 2009) enhances cartel

detection while the latter fails to destabilize cartels (Brenner, 2009). Chang and Harrington

(2008) �nd that leniency may generate more cases an antitrust authority can handle to work

e�ciently if the resources of the antitrust authority are limited. Both the theoretical and exper-

imental literature provide important insight into the e�ect of whistleblowing in existing and in

detected cartels. However, neither the theoretical nor the empirical literature can explain how

�rms face challenges induced by a leniency policy on cartels that are yet to be formed. Here, the

experimental literature on leniency initiated by Apesteguia et al. (2007) may �ll a gap.

Apesteguia et al. (2007) provide the �rst experimental analysis of leniency programs. In

a discretized one-shot Bertrand game similar to Dufwenberg and Gneezy (2000), Apesteguia et

al. (2007) analyze the formation of three-�rm cartels and the pricing decision under di�erent

antitrust policies. Here, a cartel was formed in a unanimous decision which implied unrestricted

communication, while prices were �xed independently in the preceding stage. Subsequently, the

cartel could be reported by cartel members if leniency was available or be detected by an an-

titrust authority. Apesteguia et al. (2007) �nd that leniency not only deters cartel formation but

also undermines price coordination as cartel prices are signi�cantly lower under leniency. The

experimental framework is designed as a one-shot repetition which may overestimate the positive

e�ect of leniency. In fact, leniency has no consequence with one-shot interactions as it leaves out

the possibility to sanction whistleblowers by refusing to collude in future periods. Consequently,

Hinloopen and Soetevent (2008) and Bigoni et al. (2012) extend the framework of Apesteguia

et al. (2007) to a dynamic setting with repeated interaction among the �rms.

In Hinloopen and Soetevent (2008) the results obtained by Apesteguia et al. (2007) regarding

the disruptive e�ect of leniency are con�rmed, as leniency deters cartel formation and reduces

prices alike. Further intriguing changes are introduced by Bigoni et al. (2012) where the right to

report the cartel before and after its implementation is the most important one.7 This modi�ca-

tion allows to disentangle defection and punishment and ensures that leniency does not become

7Note that Bigoni et al. (2012) furthermore analyze leniency in a duopolistic di�erentiated Bertrand
market and use a �xed �ne, as opposed to Apesteguia et al. (2007) and Hinloopen and Soetevent (2008).
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a mere punishment tool against defecting �rms. As opposed to Apesteguia et al. (2007) and

Hinloopen and Soetevent (2008), Bigoni et al. (2012) �nd that leniency increases prices. Yet, the

deterring e�ect of leniency on cartel formation found in Apesteguia et al. (2007) and Hinloopen

and Soetevent (2008) is con�rmed in Bigoni et al. (2012). Experimental evidence hence �lls a

gap as it clari�es the picture of the e�ect leniency has on the coordination of cartel formation.

We are in line with this approach as we also investigate the e�ect leniency has on the formation

of cartels. Note however that our approach focuses on the e�ect of a discriminatory leniency

policy where ringleaders are excluded from the leniency program, and therefore contributes to

the literature on ringleader discrimination.

Ringleader discrimination has only recently caught the attention of economic research. Bos

and Wandschneider (2013) infer the impact of a ringleader discrimination policy in a theoretical

model based on Bos and Harrington (2010). It is shown that a discriminatory leniency policy

may yield higher cartel prices as compared to a non-discriminatory policy.8 A di�erent approach

is suggested by Herre et al. (2012) who model the ringleader as the cartel member with the high-

est amount on relevant information for the antitrust authority. In a theoretical framework based

on Motta and Polo (2003) it is shown that, depending on the amount of information a ringleader

has, ringleader discrimination may or may not be desirable. So far the theoretical literature has

fallen short of a clear-cut evaluation of ringleader discrimination. Hence, experimental evidence

may provide additional evidence to clarify the picture.

Experimental evidence on ringleader discrimination is still scarce. The experiment by Bigoni

et al. (2012) includes a leniency treatment with ringleader discrimination. The results suggest

that the policy does not decrease cartel deterrence and that cartels become more harmful since

prices increase. However, the scope of these results is limited as Bigoni et al. (2012) exclusively

analyze duopolies. Hesch (2012) and Wandschneider (2012) extend the analysis to a triopoly.

In an experimental framework based on Hinloopen and Soetevent (2008), Hesch (2012) �nds

that ringleader discrimination facilitates cartel formation and increases prices for a low detection

probability while the opposite holds for a high detection probability. Wandschneider (2012) con-

�rms the result that ringleader discrimination does not deter cartel formation although cartel

prices are lower with ringleader discrimination.

The experimental literature on discriminatory leniency policies has so far mainly focused on

the implementation of the cartel prices, and has deliberately simpli�ed cartel formation. In all

experiments presented above the entire cartel formation process corresponds to a unanimous deci-

sion to activate a communication device. Consequently Bigoni et al. (2012) model the ringleader

as the �rm that is �rst to activate the communication device. This approach guarantees that the

ringleader plays a crucial role in the cartel formation process. Yet it only leaves one potential

whistleblower as the cartel is formed in a duopoly. Hence the coordination challenge induced by

a potential �run to the court house� cannot be inferred here. In Hesch (2012), the ringleader is

randomly picked by the computer which per-se excludes coordination problems in the formation

of a cartel. Wandschneider (2012) models the ringleader as the �rm that proposes the cartel

8This is the case if the cartel fails to implement the joint-pro�t-maximizing strategy, if there is a non-linear
relation between the �nes and the individual cartel gains of a �rm and if the distribution of the �rm size
within the cartel is su�ciently heterogeneous.
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price which is ultimately con�rmed by the other cartel members. This approach has a minor

�aw as the designated ringleader cannot renounce his position if his price is accepted by the

other members. Hence the decision to become a ringleader is not fully deliberate.9

In all of the abovementioned experiments the presence of a ringleader is a necessary requi-

site for the emergence of a cartel. Furthermore, the existence of multiple ringleaders is ruled

out. This stems from the fact that the experimental ringleader literature simpli�es the cartel

formation process so as to provide a comprehensive cartel experiment. We depart from this

approach as we rather focus on the cartel formation process and less on the price coordination

decision within a cartel. We therefore introduce a modi�ed version of the setup introduced by

Kosfeld et al. (2009) which analyzes the formation of endogenous public good institutions. This

approach allows us to infer the role of ringleader discrimination on coordination in the formation

of a cartel and to abstract from the pricing decisions. It furthermore enables the emergence of

multiple ringleaders without necessarily requiring the presence of a ringleader in the formation

process of a cartel.

Kosfeld et al. (2009) provide an experimental analysis on the formation of an endogenous

institution which sanctions free-riding in the context of a public good game. Here a three-stage-

decision game is implemented where in the �rst stage subjects have to vote whether to participate

in an institution (see Selten, 1973). In the second stage all subjects that decided to participate at

the �rst stage learn about the number of potential participants. The institution is established if

and only if all �rst-stage participants unanimously opt for the formation of the institution at the

second stage. If established, the institution sanctions those that have refused to contribute their

entire endowment at the third stage, ensuring cooperation within the institution. The outsiders

may contribute whatever they want to the public good. Since the baseline model for Kosfeld

et al. (2009) (see Okada, 1993) is closely related to Selten (1973), its applicability to a cartel

formation case is undeniable.10

In a companion paper (Clemens and Rau, 2013) the three-stage-decision game introduced by

Kosfeld et al. (2009) is modi�ed to analyze the emergence of partial cartels in a Cournot market.

The cartel is formed at the �rst and second stages, equivalently to Kosfeld et al. (2009), where the

cartel works like an institution with cartel members being the insider and non-participants being

the outside �rms. At the third stage, the cartel chooses the joint-pro�t-maximizing Cournot

quantity for all its members, whereas the outsiders always play best-response. Firms are given

the possibility to use a communication device before voting to implement the cartel. The results

suggest that partial cartels are rejected out-of-equilibrium if outside �rms pro�t excessively from

the formation of a cartel at the expense of insiders. The communication stage plays a signi�cant

role in this framework as it yields an increase of the cartel formation rates from 26% to 97% as

compared to the cases without communication. This insight is used in our experiment as the

role of the ringleader is tied to the activation of the communication device.

9Note, however, that a �rm could avoid becoming the ringleader by choosing a price that will always be
rejected by the other. Yet, this would in turn drive the results as low prices in the ringleader treatment
would be obtained �by design.�

10As Okada (1993) underlines: �The prototype of our institutional arrangement can be found in Selten
(1973) where cartel bargaining in the symmetric Cournot oligopoly is investigated by using a noncoop-
erative game model similar to ours.�
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Our experiment uses the same experimental framework as Clemens and Rau (2013) but in-

cludes a stage where �rms can apply for leniency and an additional stage where an antitrust

authority may detect the cartel. Furthermore, �rms do not communicate automatically but have

to choose to activate the communication device, where at least one positive vote is needed to

activate chat. Yet, there may be more than one �rm willing to activate the chat. This is of par-

ticular importance as those �rms that activate communication are treated as ringleaders. Hence,

we allow for the emergence of multiple ringleaders but our design does not require the presence

of a ringleader to ensure the formation of a cartel. One important advantage of this approach

is that the activation of the communication device does not automatically lead to the formation

of a cartel as in Apesetguia et al. (2007) but is only optional. However, cartel formation is sig-

ni�cantly enhanced with communication, a result which is in line with Cooper and Kühn (2009)

and Fonseca and Normann (2012).

Tying the role of a cartel ringleader to the activation of a communication device copes with

recent empirical �ndings from several E.U. cartel cases. Davies and De (2013) show that a

ringleader has an organizational duty which helps to overcome the classical coordination issue

cartels face. One of the main tasks identi�ed as a ringleader duty by Davies and De (2013)

is the formation, instigation, and approaching of potential cartel members. Although this may

not be the only task a ringleader has to ful�ll cartel instigation by ringleaders is observed in

14 out of 19 cases by Davies and De (2013). Our experiment therefore builds on the literature

on discriminatory and non-discriminatory leniency policies. Yet it provides additional insight,

being one of the �rst experiments to tackle the incurring coordination challenge induced by a

discriminatory leniency policy on the emergence of one or more ringleaders.

2.2 Experimental Design

In our experiments we implemented three di�erent treatments: Antitrust (AA), Leniency (LEN)

and Ringleader Discrimination (RD).

Our AA treatment allows us to assess the formation of a cartel that can be detected with

a probability of 15% by an antitrust authority yielding a 10% �ne. AA does not include a

possibility to report the cartel and therefore serves as a benchmark against which the general

e�ects of leniency policies on the formation of cartels can be measured. Consequently, AA is

only composed of the communication stage, three subsequent cartel formation stages, and �nally

a cartel detection stage.

We implement two further treatments where leniency is possible. The LEN treatment intro-

duces a non-discriminatory leniency policy that allows a cartel member to report the cartel to

the antitrust authority after its formation and implementation. All cartel members are equally

eligible to apply for leniency in the LEN treatment. The treatment is composed of the same

�ve stages as in AA but adds a further stage if a cartel was formed which precedes the detection

stage. The LEN treatment allows us to infer the general e�ects of whistleblowing on cartel

formation and serves as a benchmark.

A crucial modi�cation is provided in the RD treatment. Here, �rms that decide to activate the

communication device for the entire group become ringleaders and are denied the right to apply
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for leniency. The stages in the RD treatment are the same as in LEN with the exception that

those �rms that activate the chat are excluded from leniency in the whistleblowing stage. This

approach follows Bigoni et al. (2012) and is motivated by the insight that it is communication that

largely facilitates the formation of cartels. The RD treatment allows us to analyze the emergence

of ringleaders and the formation of cartels if a discriminatory leniency policy is implemented

Table 1 provides an overview of the payo�s generated in a symmetric Cournot game with

four �rms for the di�erent possible cartel constellations. Cartel members' payo�s are determined

following the assumption that they maximize the joint pro�ts while the outsiders play their

best-response strategies which determines their payo�s. The terms in brackets indicate the �ne

a cartel member faces if the cartel is reported or uncovered, where we deduct the �ne from the

respective payo�s.

Composition Firms' Payo�s

# Insiders # Outsiders Insider Outsider

0 4 na (na) 64

1 3 64 (na) 64

2 2 50 (-35) 100

3 1 59 (-34) 178

4 0 100 (-40) na

Table 1: Cournot payo�s with cartel detection and cartel compositions (The terms in

brackets indicate the �ne a cartel member faces if the cartel is reported or uncovered.)

In the following we explain our mechanism.

The decisions taken by the subjects are subdivided into six stages which can be summarized as

follows:

• Stage one: Decision to activate the communication device.

• Stage two: Decision to participate in a market agreement.

• Stage three: Decision by the potential participants to make the market agreement bind-

ing.

• Stage four: Announcement on the formation of the cartel and the number of cartel

insiders. If no cartel was formed, the round ended in this stage.

• Stage �ve: Decision to reveal the cartel (Leniency) to the authority (only in LEN and

RD and only if a cartel was formed).

• Stage six: Investigation by the antitrust authority (only if a cartel was formed and not

revealed in stage �ve).

We now explain in detail every single stage and the respective decisions every

In stage one all �rms were given the possibility to activate a chat window for a total of 60

seconds. If one or more �rms decided to activate chat, the chat window was activated for all

�rms in the market. If no �rm decided to activate the chat, it was not activated. The decisions
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of the �rms were made simultaneously and were communicated to the entire market before the

chat window started (or not). If the chat window was activated it automatically closed after

60 seconds and stage one started immediately. Firms remained anonymous during the chat and

were given neutral names like ��rm 1-4� which did not change over the course of the experiment.

In stage two all subjects in a market had to decide whether or not they would like to

participate in a market agreement11 by either clicking �yes-� or �no-�. Those participants that

clicked �yes� became possible insiders while those participants that clicked �no� became ultimate

outsiders.

In stage three the total number of possible insiders and ultimate outsiders was reported

to all �rms. While ultimate outsiders had no decision to make at stage three, possible insiders

had to decide whether they want to implement the cartel. As the payo�s were conditional on

the number of insiders and outsiders, possible insiders were presented the payo�s of insiders and

outsiders if the cartel was implemented, as well as the payo�s if no cartel was implemented. The

cartel was only formed if all possible participants decided to implement the cartel requiring full

unanimity by the �rms. Otherwise the formation of the cartel was revoked and all �rms became

direct competitors and received the Cournot Nash equilibrium pro�ts.

The cartel members were bound to the cartel strategy while outsiders always played best-

response. Note that our approach abstracts from pricing decisions and neglects the possibility of

defecting within the cartel. This simpli�cation is deliberate, as we focus on the cartel formation

challenge induced by potential whistleblowing. The failure to agree on a price in the pricing

stage or defection from the cartel price may as well deter cartel formation. Abstracting from

the pricing decision is therefore necessary to fully focus on the impact of a leniency policy that

induces cartel members to blow the whistle on cartel formation.

In stage four subjects were informed regarding the cartel formation. If no cartel was formed

the game ended in this period and the players received Cournot payo�s (each 64).

Stage �ve only took place in the LEN and RD treatments and it only started if a cartel

was established. In the LEN treatment a sequence of the four �rms was randomly established

by the computer, which determined in which order the �rms could report the cartel. This

random sequence guaranteed that all �rms were designated as a potential whistleblower with the

same likelihood and re�ected equal chances of winning the run to the court house in the case

of symmetry. If the �rst �rm in the sequence decided to report the cartel, all �rms except the

whistleblower were sanctioned by the antitrust authority, yielding a fee corresponding to 10%

of the revenues (see terms in brackets in Table 1). Otherwise the right to report the cartel was

handed over to the next �rm of the random sequence, until the cartel was either reported or the

last �rm in the sequence refused to report the cartel. If no �rm decided to report the cartel,

the cartel was not revealed at this stage. A modi�cation was introduced in the RD treatment

which denied those �rms who activated the communication device in stage one the right to

report the cartel. Accordingly, these �rms were excluded from the random sequence of possible

whistleblowers.

11The treatments were neutrally framed using the German word �Marktabsprache� which means �market
agreement.�
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In stage six the antitrust authority started the investigation if a cartel was formed in both

stages two and three and not reported in stage �ve of the LEN and RD treatment. The antitrust

authority had a 15% chance to uncover the cartel. If the cartel was uncovered, a �ne of 10% of

the revenue was imposed on all cartel members (see terms in brackets in Table 1). Otherwise

the cartel remained uncovered and the pro�ts of the cartel members remained una�ected.

2.3 Experimental procedures

We used a �xed matching protocol with four �rms in a market playing the multi-stage game

repeatedly for 16 periods.12 We conducted three sessions of every treatment, where every session

was composed of 12 participants forming three matching groups of four �rms each. Thus, our

data involves 27 independent matching groups, i.e., we have nine independent matching groups in

AA, LEN, RD. The experiment was conducted at the DICE Lab of the University of Düsseldorf in

May and June 2013 with 108 subjects from various �elds. The pro�ts achieved by the participants

were converted at an exchange rate of 1 Taler = 0.01e. On average, every participant earned

15.81e and an additional show-up fee of 4e. The experiments were programmed in z-Tree

(Fischbacher, 2007) and our subjects were recruited with the online recruitment system ORSEE

(Greiner, 2004).

3 Predictions and Hypotheses

3.1 Underlying Theory: The Cournot Game

We consider a symmetric Cournot market where n = 4 �rms sell a homogeneous product. The

linear demand function for the product corresponds to P = 100−
∑4

i=1Qi. Firms face marginal

cost of production c = 60.

A complete overview of the Cournot payo�s and antitrust �nes depending on the respective

cartel outcomes is provided in Table 1. Stages two, three, and four ensure that a stable cartel

with four �rms emerges in equilibrium. We now determine the equilibrium strategies for the AA,

the LEN, and the RD treatments using backward induction.

3.2 Antitrust Treatment: Equilibrium Strategies

Given our experimental design outlined above we start our analysis by determining the equi-

librium strategies in the AA treatment. The only stable cartel is the all-inclusive cartel which

encompasses the four �rms. This is guaranteed in stage three, as possible cartel members are

�rst informed of the size of a cartel if it was implemented. Hence possible cartel members can

reject any out-of-equilibrium strategy, guaranteeing an all-inclusive cartel is implemented. We

thus limit our analysis to this cartel. The expected payo�s of a �rm i which participates in the

12Following Clemens and Rau (2013) a �xed-matching protocol was used in order to resemble repeated
interaction between the same �rms in oligopolistic markets.
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four-�rm, all-inclusive cartel corresponds to:

E(π4i ) = 0.15× 60 + 0.85× 100 = 94

Comparing the payo�s of the �rms for an all-inclusive cartel and in the case of Cournot compe-

tition (94 > 64) we conclude that risk-neutral �rms choose to form an all-inclusive cartel.

Proposition 1: The cartel formation in the AA treatment has a unique strict subgame perfect

equilibrium, where an all-inclusive cartel is formed.

In this case the decision to activate the communication device at the �rst stage does not in�uence

the payo�s and is therefore obsolete regarding the formulation of our Proposition.

3.3 Leniency Treatment: Equilibrium Strategies

Our LEN treatment di�ers slightly from the AA treatment with regards to stage �ve. All former

stages up to stage four are equal in AA and LEN. In stage �ve, all cartel members are given

the possibility to report the collusive agreement. Since revelation guarantees a �rm that it will

obtain the collusive pro�t, it always decides to report the cartel. Hence the decision to report

the cartel or not corresponds to a prisoner's dilemma game.13 The �rst �rm in the randomly

determined sequence at stage �ve consequently reports the cartel. The chance of being the �rst

�rm in the sequence corresponds to 25% yielding pro�ts of 100, while another �rm is picked out

as the �rst potential whistleblower with a converse probability of 75% yielding payo�s of 60.

Hence, the expected payo�s of forming a cartel corresponds to:

E(π4i ) = 0.75× 60 + 0.25× 100 = 70

Comparing the payo�s of the �rms in the case of an all-inclusive cartel and in the case of Cournot

competition (70 > 64) we conclude that �rms choose to form the all-inclusive cartel.

Proposition 2: The cartel formation game in the LEN treatment has a unique strict subgame

perfect equilibrium, where an all-inclusive cartel is formed and always reported.

3.4 Ringleader Treatment: Equilibrium Strategies

The RD treatment introduces a modi�cation to the LEN treatment, with regard to the eligibility

of becoming a whistleblower at stage �ve. A �rm that activates the communication device

renounces its right to report the cartel to the authority and is therefore excluded from the random

sequence determined at stage �ve. Assuming that all �rms decide to activate the communication

device, all �rms would obtain the pro�ts generated in the AA treatment, i.e., a payo� of 94. If a

�rm decided not to activate the communication device and to therefore become the only possible

whistleblower, its pro�t would increase from 94 to 100, while the pro�ts of the other �rms would

13As Leslie (2006) points out: �The prisoner's dilemma is usually a game theoretical model used to explain
behavior having nothing to do with prosecutors or prisoners. But in the case of cartel investigations, the
language of the model maps the reality of our inquiry.�
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be 60. As this payo� is inferior to the competitive payo� (64) �rms prefer not to form a cartel at

all than to activate communication and form a cartel thereafter. We thus postulate the following

corollary:

Corollary 1: Firms renounce the activation of the communication device in the RD treatment.

If all �rms renounce the activation of the communication device, they all become eligible for

leniency after cartel formation. Hence all �rms would be better-o� not activating the communi-

cation device, forming the cartel and reporting if they are given the possibility to do so. Hence

�rms face the same prisoner's dilemma as in LEN and obtain the same expected payo�s. We

therefore formulate the following proposition:

Proposition 3: The cartel formation game in the RD treatment has a unique strict subgame

perfect equilibrium, where an all-inclusive cartel is formed and always reported.

3.5 Hypotheses

Following the results obtained in the former section we may now postulate our hypothesis.

Following proposition 1 we expect �rms to form cartels despite the probability of being detected.

The reason is that higher expected payo�s (94 Talers) occur by forming cartels compared to the

non-collusive case (64 Talers). Therefore the antitrust authority should not impact on �rms'

willingness to form cartels. This hypothesis is in line with similar experiments conducted by

Apesteguia et al. (2007) and Hinloopen and Soetevent (2008) among others who also report

high rates of cartel formation in the absence of leniency.

By contrast, in our LEN treatment, all subjects are given an equal chance to report the

cartel. As Proposition 2 suggests, cartels are always formed but they are also reported by

the whistleblowers. Apesteguia et al. (2007), Hinloopen and Soetevent (2008), and Bigoni et

al. (2012), however, show that a non-discriminatory leniency policy deters cartel formation in

experimental settings. In comparison to a treatment without leniency the rate of cartel formation

is always lower. Although this phenomenon is not explained in any of these experiments, Leslie

(2006) suggests that fear of betrayal by whistleblowers may deter cartel formation.14 This should

be even more pronounced over time after some cartels have been reported by � `whistleblowers�.

Therefore we expect in the course of the game less �rms to be willing to form a cartel when

leniency is possible:

Hypothesis 1

The leniency policy leads to a deterrence of cartel formation in LEN: less cartels should occur

compared to AA.

Proposition 3 outlines that in the RD treatment all-inclusive cartels are always formed. The

communication option may also be a powerful institution increasing cartel formation rates as

14This observation is in line with Bohnet and Zeckhauser (2004) who suggest that subjects are prone to
betrayal aversion, i.e., they dislike situations where another agent may turn the outcome of the game to
one's disadvantage.
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suggested in Cooper and Kühn (2009) and Fonseca and Normann (2012). Note that chat acti-

vation comes at a cost, i.e., �rms dismiss the chance to report the cartel in the leniency stage.

Andersson and Wengström (2007) �nd that costly communication reduces cartel formation.15

In our experiment, activation of the chat device comes at the cost of losing the right to blow

the whistle. Thus, subjects should be reluctant to activate chat. Following Andersson and

Wengström (2007) this should lead to a lower cartelization rate. As �rms should again use

the leniency option this will further deter cartelization rates. Hence we postulate the following

hypotheses:

Hypothesis 2

In the RD treatment both, the ringleader-discrimination policy and the leniency program should

deter cartel formation:

(a) less cartels should occur in RD compared to AA.

(b) less cartels should occur in RD compared to LEN.

One of the key aspects of our experiment is the analysis of the emergence of multiple ringleaders.

In this regard we infer the e�ect of a discriminatory leniency policy on the total number of

ringleaders in a market. The activation of the communication device implies a renunciation so

that we expect a decrease in the number of ringleaders following Corollary 1. By contrast, in

AA and LEN chat activation does not come at a cost. Thus, there should be no di�erence in

the number of ringleaders between these treatments. We formulate the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 3

In the RD treatment we observe the lowest number of ringleaders.

4 Results

In the following we report our results in two parts. The analysis starts with an overview of static

and dynamic summary statistics on the number of established cartels. Subsequently we test our

hypotheses. When using non-parametric tests, we always report two-sided p-values.

4.1 Summary statistics

Figure 1 depicts the static results of the average fraction of cartels established in our three

treatments: AA, LEN, and RD. It also reports the frequency of cartels which were not revealed

(survived), the frequency of reports (whistleblow), and �nally how often cartels were detected

(detected) by the random mechanism.

The diagram reveals that 82% cartels are established inAA, whereas under the non-discriminatory

leniency policy the fraction of established cartels decreases down to 64%. Interestingly, the dis-

criminatory leniency policy leads to an increase of established cartels. That is, 86% cartels are

15Note, however, that the baseline theoretical model by McCutcheon (1997) shows that communication
cost may not necessarily mitigate the formation of cartels.
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Figure 1: Established cartels and the frequencies of survived, reported, and detected cartels.

formed in RD. More �rms make use of the leniency option in LEN (7%) compared to the case

when ringleaders are discriminated against (4%).

We now focus on the dynamic results of established cartels. Figure 2 depicts the average

fraction of established cartels over time.

Figure 2: Average development of established cartels over time.

A conspicuous �nding in LEN is the sharp decrease of established cartels between periods 1

and 2, i.e., �rms establish 78% cartels in the �rst period and subsequently 29% of those cartels

are reported. This leads to a signi�cant decrease of �rms' willingness to form cartels in period 2

where only 44% cartels are established (Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs test p-value = 0.083). Overall,

no signi�cant correlation of established cartels and period can be found in LEN (Spearman's

rank correlation coe�cient, ρ = 0.069, p-value = 0.565). The opposite is true when focusing

on RD, i.e., there is ample evidence for a signi�cant positive correlation of established cartels

and period (Spearman's rank correlation coe�cient, ρ = 0.488, p-value < 0.001). The same
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is true for AA, where established cartels also signi�cantly increase over time (Spearman's rank

correlation coe�cient, ρ = 0.280, p-value = 0.017).

This gives us a �rst indication that time e�ects crucially matter, i.e., the fraction of estab-

lished cartels decreases under a non-discriminatory leniency policy (LEN ), whereas it increases

under a discriminatory leniency policy (RD) and in the absence of leniency (AA). Figure 2 also

reveals that �rms seem to be prone to an end-game e�ect in periods 15-16 in all treatments.

4.2 Main treatment e�ects

In this section we test our hypotheses. The analysis starts by reporting non-parametric tests.

Subsequently, we run regressions to clarify the picture of the treatment e�ects and the time

dynamics.

The previous subsection has shown that �rms in our experiment are prone to a pronounced

learning behavior and are a�ected by an end-game e�ect (periods 15�16). Hence, we neglect the

end-game e�ect and run non-parametric tests focusing on the second half of the game (periods

9�14). The non-discriminatory leniency policy seems to disrupt cartelization, i.e., in LEN signif-

icantly less cartels are established (69%) compared to AA (100%) (Mann-Whitney test, p-value

= 0.066) and RD (100%) (Mann-Whitney test, p-value = 0.066). No di�erence can be observed

when focusing on the average amount of established cartels between RD and AA.

We now test Hypotheses 1�3 by estimating a probit model of cartel establishment. The model

is clustered at the group level for 27 independent groups. The variables are as follows: LEN and

RD are dummy variables which are equal to one in the respective treatments (AA is the omitted

treatment variable). We also incorporate a control variable (# potential participants) controlling

for the impacts of the number of �rms willing to form a cartel. Furthermore, we include control

variables inferring the impacts of the time dynamics. In this regard periods 1�8 is a dummy

variable which is positive (zero) when data of periods 1�8 (periods 9�16) are analyzed. Periods

15�16 is a dummy variable to control for the end-game e�ect. It indicates the data of periods

15�16 when equal to one. Finally, we add interaction terms of the treatment and time dummies.

We focus on the following interaction e�ects: LEN × periods 1�8, RD × periods 1�8.

We report three regressions: Regression (1) represents the impact of our treatment variables.

Regression (2) incorporates the time e�ects of the �rst half (periods 1�8) and the second half

(periods 9�16) of the game and the end-game e�ect (periods 15�16). Regression (3) analyzes the

interaction terms of periods 1�8 with our treatment dummies. Table 2 presents the results of

the regressions on the probability of cartel establishment.
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established cartels
(1) (2) (3)

LEN -0.773* -0.909** -1.423**
(0.399) (0.406) (0.554)

RD -0.037 -0.059 0.733
(0.391) (0.378) (0.653)

# potential participants 1.358*** 1.421*** 1.419***
(0.431) (0.415) (0.401)

periods 1-8 -0.702** -1.135**
(0.301) (0.450)

periods 15-16 -1.200*** -1.483***
(0.348) (0.407)

LEN × periods 1�8 0.897**
(0.435)

RD × periods 1�8 -0.929
(0.617)

Constant -3.738** -3.312* -2.980
(1.803) (1.820) (1.850)

Pseudo R2 0.422 0.466 0.490
Observations 432 432 432

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 2: Clustered probit regression on cartel establishment. Omitted treatment dummy is AA,

robust standard errors are reported in parentheses.

Regressions 1-3 show that the leniency policy always leads to less established cartels compared

to AA.16 Neglecting time dynamics regression 1 points out that the leniency policy leads to

a moderate decrease of established cartels. Moreover, regression 2 documents that the latter

result still holds when incorporating periods 1�8 and periods 15�16 which are signi�cant with a

negative sign. Hence, there is a smaller likelihood of established cartels in periods 1-8 in contrast

to AA. Finally, regression 3 outlines that the result is robust when analyzing the impacts of

the interactions LEN × periods 1�8 and RD × periods 1�8.17 Thus, there are signi�cant less

established cartels in LEN than in AA. We therefore con�rm Hypothesis 1.

Result 1:

In LEN signi�cantly less cartels are formed than in AA.

16The control variable # potential participants is always signi�cant with a positive sign, indicating that a
higher number of potential participants leads to a higher likelihood of established cartels.

17Ai and Norton (2003) point out that the interpretation of interaction e�ects in non-linear models might
be problematic. Hence, we do not not interpret the coe�cients of our period interactions in detail. We
also conducted robustness checks using General Linear Models (GLM) con�rming the same signs and
results for all of our variables of interest.
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Regressions 1-3 further document that the coe�cient of RD is never signi�cantly di�erent from

zero. This suggests that the leniency policy with ringleader discrimination does not reduce the

probability of cartel establishment compared to AA. This result is robust when controlling for

the time dynamics of the �rst and second half of the game and for the impacts of the end-game

e�ect (regression 2). It also holds when incorporating the interaction e�ects of the time dynamics

and the treatment dummies. We therefore have to reject Hypothesis 2a.

Result 2a:

The RD treatment does not decrease the number of formed cartels compared to AA.

A Wald test reveals that the likelihood of cartel formation is signi�cantly higher in RD than in

LEN (p - value < 0.001). This rejects Hypothesis 2b.

Result 2b:

In RD signi�cantly more cartels are formed compared to LEN.

To test Hypothesis 3 we focus on the development of ringleaders over time which is depicted

by Figure 3.

Figure 3: Development of ringleader activity over time.

A conspicuous �nding of AA and RD is the asymmetric development of ringleaders. In the

absence of a leniency policy (AA) the average number of ringleaders signi�cantly decreases over

time (Spearman's rank correlation coe�cient, ρ = −0.281, p-value < 0.001), whereas it increases

in RD in the course of the game (Spearman's rank correlation coe�cient, ρ = 0.316, p-value

< 0.001). We thus conclude, that the ringleader discrimination policy seems to enhance �rms to

become ringleaders over time.

Because time dynamics crucially matter we focus on periods 9-16 to test Hypothesis 3. Here,

the ringleader treatment leads to a signi�cant higher fraction of ringleaders (2.96) compared to

AA (1.32) (Mann-Whitney test, p-value = 0.027). In RD the average number of ringleaders is
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also insigni�cantly higher than in LEN (2.33).18 Thus, we have to reject Hypothesis 3.

Result 3:

We observe the highest number of ringleaders in RD which is signi�cantly higher than in AA and

insigni�cantly higher than in LEN.

4.3 The impact of ringleaders on cartel formation

Why does the discriminatory leniency policy increase the rate of cartel establishement? To answer

this question we analyze the impact of ringleaders on cartel formation between the non- and the

discriminatory leniency policy. The previous section outlined that we �nd the highest number of

ringleaders in RD. We now investigate whether �rms in RD systematically use the possibility to

become a ringleader to signal that they do not intend to whistleblow the cartel. Thus, �rms may

use the ringleader membership as an insurance against whistleblowing. This would imply that

in RD most cartels should be established whenever a high number of �rms act as ringleaders.

To analyze this we focus on the treatments with leniency policy (LEN, RD). Figure 4 depicts

the fraction of established cartels conditioned on the number of �rms which activated the chat

(ringleaders) in LEN and RD.

Figure 4: Fraction of established cartels conditioned on the number of �rms which activated the

chat in LEN and RD.

The diagram shows that a similar fraction of established cartels (70%-78%) is formed when 0-2

�rms activate the chat in both treatments.

A conspicuous pattern can be observed when at least three �rms activate the chat. Here, a

treatment di�erence occurs, i.e., in RD the high number of ringleaders leads to more established

cartels, whereas in LEN the rate of established cartels decreases. Thus, with three ringleaders

we �nd a higher rate of formed cartels in RD (85%) than in LEN (54%).

In both treatments we �nd that most often all four �rms activate the chat (54 times in

LEN ; 71 times in RD). Strikingly, when four �rms activate the chat, the rate of established

cartels is crucially increased in RD. By contrast, in LEN four ringleaders lead to a low rate of

formed cartels. The rate of established cartels under four ringleaders may explain the substantial

treatment di�erence of RD (96%) and LEN (56%).

Result 4:

18Mann-Whitney test, p-value = 0.431.
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In RD (LEN) the rate of established cartels increases (decreases) in the number of ringleaders.

In RD, cartels are nearly always established (96 %) when four �rms activate the chat, whereas

substantially less cartel are formed in LEN.

4.4 Analysis of the chat protocols

To get a better understanding of �rms' cooperation strategies the chat protocols are analyzed in

this subsection. As in Clemens and Rau (2013) we �rst follow an approach similar to Andersson

and Wengström (2007). Here, the number of messages sent and the fraction of �collusive agree-

ments� are accounted. In Andersson and Wengström (2007) a �collusive agreement� is a case

where subjects proposed a price which was not rejected by other participants. In our framework

we stick to the term �cheap-talk� agreement. We name all cases �cheap-talk� agreements where

a �rm's proposal to form a market agreement was not rejected by other �rms.

Table 6 gives an overview of the average chat messages sent and the fraction of cheap talk

messages in periods 1�8 and in periods 9�16.

AA LEN RD
periods 1-8 9-16 1-8 9-16 1-8 9-16
chat messages sent 7 4 7 7 7 6
cheap-talk agreements (in%) 82 28 67 19 78 21

Table 3: Average number of �cheap-talk� agreements over time

The average number of chat messages is constant between the �rst half of LEN (7) and the

second half (7). The same is true for the RD treatment, where an average of seven messages

are sent between periods 1�8 and six messages are sent between periods 9�16. However, the AA

treatment is an exception, i.e., the average amount of chat messages declines from seven (periods

1�8) to four (periods 9�16). This once more emphasizes that in the absence of a leniency policy

less �rms tend to communicate because collusion is easier to establish.

Focusing on the average fraction of cheap-talk agreements between periods 1�8, the lowest

fraction (67%) is observed in LEN, while 82% of the �rms decide to have a cheap-talk agreement

in AA and 78% in RD. This suggests that the leniency policy may disrupt collusive behavior in

LEN compared to RD.

To shed more light on �rms' strategies to collude we follow Kimbrough et al. (2008), Fonseca

and Normann (2012), and Clemens and Rau (2013) and present the content of representative

chat protocols. These papers have shown that quoting chat protocols may reveal important

details about subjects' behavior in chat communications.

In the following we present examples of typical �rst-period chat communications in AA, LEN,

and RD to reach collusive agreements:

Market 4, period 1: AA
firm 3: EVERYBODY SHOULD ALWAYS TAKE PART
firm 2: highest possible payoff for everybody: ALWAYS market agreement
firm 3: Then, everybody would maximally get 100 and at least 60
firm 3: Absolutely
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firm 3: 15% is not much for a detection rate
firm 2: It won't work with a 15% chance in every of the 16 periods but this does not

matter
firm 3: so true
firm 2: perfect!
firm 4: I would also agree
firm 2: firm1?
firm 3: Hopefully nobody will defect from the agreement :D
firm 1: Ok, alright!
firm 3: Works out!

This emphasizes �rms' most frequent discussions in AA, i.e., in period 1 �rms most

often discussed that the expected payo� of taking part in the agreement is higher than re-

fusing to form cartels. In AA, �rms refuse to talk about cartel formation in the subsequent

periods, this is also documented by the declining fraction of cartel agreements.

Market 8, period 1: LEN
firm 2: Shall we work together so that everybody takes part? Then everybody should

not reveal the cartel and we should hope that this is also not done by the
authority..

firm 1: If everybody always takes part and nobody whistleblows we could end up with
20 euros

firm 2: Sounds good
firm 3: Correct ;)
firm 4: yes!

The �rst-period chat protocols of LEN appear to be quite similar compared to AA.

Yet, a crucial di�erence is that �rms discuss the leniency option and state that it should

not be used.

Market 3, period 1: RD
firm 2: I would propose that everybody always activates the chat, then we could skip

the leniency phase
firm 1: And always form a market agreement. Then everybody would get 100
firm 3: Except if the agreement would be revealed
firm 1: Otherwise we would only get 64

In most of RD 's �rst-period discussions �rms rather talk about revealing cartels and

activating the chat. The protocol presented above is an example of a group which at an

early stage of the experiment realized that chat activation could be used as an instrument

to trigger collusion in RD.

To get more insights on the potential disruptive e�ect of the leniency policy in LEN,

we present a LEN chat protocol right after a cartel was reported.

Market 6, period 4: LEN
firm 3: Oh my god, looks like we have the most honest participants in this experiment
firm 2: yes, this is how you could do it
firm 1: This is only a suspicion, but I believe that firm 4 works against us!
firm 3: very nice
firm 4: sorry, but I love capitalism!
firm 4: your pain is my gain
firm 3: Congratulations
firm 1: There goes our cooperation
firm 1: 40 cent more for you!
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This example shows that �rms immediately discuss when a cartel was reported. Fur-

thermore it illustrates that �blowing the whistle� by �rm 4 leads to an end of cooperation.

After that this group barely managed to form cartels in subsequent periods. In period 5

a cartel was established for the second time (after period 3) and it was also reported by

�rm 4. We now present the chat protocol of period 5.

Market 6, period 5: LEN
..
firm 1: Now you earned for the second time 40 Talers more than all of us.

But from now on you will receive 40 Talers less.. firm 4, is that what you
would call �capitalism�?

firm 3: Unbelievable how bold people can be..
firm 3: sad enough
firm 4: We are not a team!

This once more highlights how the leniency policy operates in order to disrupt trust

between �rms. By contrast, in the RD treatment there is evidence that �rms use chat

activation to signal that they want to �lay down their arms.� Which positively stimulates

trust, leading to more collusion.

Market 19, period 3: LEN
firm 3: I decided to always activate the chat in order to signal that I am not

interested in whistleblowing the agreement
firm 3: :-)
firm 1: Yes true, this is in deed a good idea
firm 3: :-)

This �nding supports the intuition that �rms were able to develop strategies in RD

to stabilize/increase collusion by using the chat-activation option. We �nd evidence that

�rms interpret chat activation as trust and they actively become ringleaders to strengthen

trust:

Market 25, period 3: RD
firm 2: firm 1, you never activate chat, I hope you will not report us.

However, this will not give you an advantage.
firm 3: If firm 1 would additionally activate the chat, then the trust would be

strengthened
firm 1: Has worked out very well in former periods. Hopefully the success will

maturate very soon. However, from now on I will also take part.

This illustrates that �rms in the beginning of RD are undecided regarding the chat ac-

tivation. However, successful cartel establishment and chat communications in subsequent

periods also encourage them to become ringleaders.

5 Discussion

Do leniency policies facilitate cartel formation? Our results suggest an answer in the

positive. A non-discriminatory leniency policy more successfully prevents the formation

of a cartel than a discriminatory leniency program that denies ringleaders the right to
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�le for leniency. While the possibility to report the cartel within a leniency program

may deter the formation of a cartel, the exclusion of ringleaders from leniency programs

has a converse e�ect. A leniency policy that discriminates against ringleaders not only

facilitates the formation of cartels but also induces �rms not to report the cartel to an

antitrust authority. The majority of the subjects renounce their right to blow the whistle

by becoming ringleaders. This induces other subjects not to report the cartel and in some

cases to become ringleaders as well. We thus provide an explanation to the formulated

research question indicating how the coordination challenge induced by the discriminatory

leniency policy may be overcome.

Our experiment is conducted in a simpli�ed setting with four symmetric �rms which

may not encompass the full complexity of a cartel formation process. Furthermore the

entire scope of the ringleaders' responsibilities reported in Davies and De (2013) cannot be

covered in one experiment so that more evidence on the e�ect of ringleader discrimination

is unmistakably needed. Yet, we provide important evidence on the emergence of multi-

ple ringleaders in cartels, a phenomenon that has been widely neglected by the economic

literature. Paradoxically, the emergence of multiple ringleaders is most recurrently ob-

served when there is a discriminatory leniency policy that denies amnesty to ringleaders.

Our experiment therefore provides a direct connection between the emergence of multiple

ringleaders and a discriminatory leniency policy.

So far, the economic literature has revealed a possible mixed picture of the e�ect of

ringleader discrimination on leniency. On the one hand it deters �rms from becoming

ringleaders as it implies a renunciation of the leniency option. On the other hand it

signals commitment to the cartel by the ringleader and may therefore serve as a posi-

tive signaling device. Our results contribute to the literature as we �nd support for a

stabilizing e�ect of ringleader discrimination on cartel formation. We not only observe

more cartels in the ringleader treatment but also �nd that cartels are rarely reported.

This stabilizing e�ect may be attributed to the decision to become a ringleader which

implies the renunciation of blowing the whistle. The increasing number of ringleaders in

our discriminatory treatment hints at a possible trust-facilitating e�ect of the ringleader

discrimination policy as the risk of being reported decreases with an increase in ringlead-

ers. In 2002 and 2006 a paradigm shift took place in the E.U. leniency notice limiting

the discrimination only to �an undertaking which took steps to coerce other undertakings

to join the cartel or to remain in it�. This signi�cantly mitigates the strategic abuse of a

discriminatory policy since antitrust authorities rarely identify coercion within a cartel.

Yet our results show that renouncing discrimination in general per se most e�ectively

prevents �rms from turning the policy against the antitrust authority and make leniency

policies more e�ective in deteriorating cartel formation.
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